INTRODUCTION
Age estimation is an important task in facial image classification. Age estimation can be defined as determination of a person's age or age group. In recent years age estimation of human, based on facial images is an interesting and a challenging topic for research.
A human face, as a visual cue conveys lot of nonverbal information to facilitate human-to-human communication in the real-world. Now there is an every necessity to develop modern intelligent systems with the capability to accurately recognize and interpret human faces in real time. Facial attributes such as identity, age, gender, expression, and ethnic origin, play a crucial role in real facial image analysis applications including multimedia communication, human computer interaction (HCI) etc. In such applications, various attributes can be estimated from a captured face image to infer the further system reactions. If the user's age can be estimated by a computer, an age specific human computer interaction (ASHCI) system can be developed for secure network / system access control. The ASHCI system can be used in areas like restricting young kids from viewing the porn/adult web pages, refusing the sale of alcohol/cigarettes to underage people through automatic vending machines [1, 2] .
Image based age estimation methods can be categorized into three categories [3] . They are anthropometric model [4, 5] , aging pattern subspace [1] , and age regression [2, 6, 7, 8, 9] . In creating the anthropometric model, the cranio-facial development theory and facial skin wrinkle analysis are used to. In this model, the changes of face shape and texture patterns related to growth are measured to categorize a face into several age groups and these are suitable for coarse age estimation or modelling ages just for young people [5] . However, they are not designed for continuous or refined age classification [4] . The AGing pattErn Subspace (AGES) method [1] models a sequence of individual aging face images by learning a subspace representation and this is suitable to handle incomplete data such as missing ages in the training sequence. In regression methods, Active Appearance Models (AAMs) [13] extracts facial features that incorporate the shape and appearance information together.
Several methods have been introduced to classify the human facial images into 2, 3 or more age groups [14, 15] [18] . In the present paper estimation of age is done based on twodimensional images of human faces and derives Grey Level Cooccurrence Matrix (GLCM) features based on LBP values of ORVP and OLVP. The proposed system can be explained using the following block diagram shown in Fig.1 .
Fig.1. Block diagram for age classification system
The present paper is organized as follows. The section 2 describes different orders of neighbourhood and LBP. The section 3 and 4 describes the proposed method and results and discussions respectively. Conclusions of the proposed method are given in section 5.
DIFFERENT ORDERS OF NEIGHBORHOOD AND LOCAL BINARY PATTERNS (LBP)
Most of the image analysis problems are related to the neighborhood properties i.e. edge detection, segmentation, dilation, closing, opening, LBP, Texture Unit (TU), etc. Each pixel in a neighborhood or image is considered as a random variable, x r , which can assume values x r € {0, 1…G1}, where G is the number of grey levels of the image. The probability P (x r = x r | r), where r is the neighbor set for the element x r . The LBP shows monotonic grey level changes a due to its invariance. It is a grey-scale invariant texture measure computed from the analysis of a 3 × 3 local neighbourhood (second order neighbourhood) over a central pixel. The LBP is based on a binary code describing the local texture pattern. This code is built by thresholding a local neighborhood by the grey value of its centre. LBP is a simple yet efficient operator to describe local image pattern, and it has achieved impressive classification results on representative texture databases [93-itam] . LBP has also been adapted to many other applications.
Considering the difficulties and complexities involved in the Third order Neighborhood (TN), the present paper derived a new, simple and efficient LBP model called as Third order Neighbourhood -LBP (TN-LBP) for image analysis and classification.
DERIVATION OF ORLVP-GLCM OF TN-LBP
The proposed method evaluated GLCM features on Outer Left V Patterns (OLVP) and Outer Right V Patterns (ORVP) of TN-LBP. The proposed method consists of 9 steps as described below.
Step 1: Take facial image as Input Image (Img).
Step 2: Convert the RGB image into grey scale Image by using HSV color model.
Step 3:
Crop the grey scale image to size 128 × 128.
Step 4: The present research evaluated TN-LBP on each 5 × 5 sub image. The TN contains only 13 pixels of 25 pixels of 5 × 5 neighbourhoods as shown in Fig.3 
where, V 0 is the mean of the TN-LBP.
Step 
.(a) & (b). Frequency occurrences of ORVP and OLVP LBP codes, (c). Formation of ORLVP-GLCM
Step 9: Based on four feature values of the proposed ORLVP-GLCM, facial image is classified as one of the four categories (child (0-12), young (13-30), middle aged (31-50) and senior adult (51 -70)).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In implementing the proposed scheme, a database is established by collecting 1002 facial images from FG-NET database, 500 images from Google database and other 600 images collected from the scanned photographs, which resulted in a total of 2102 sample facial images. A few of them are shown in Fig.6 . In the proposed age classification method the sample images are grouped into four age groups of child (0-12), young (13- Based on the derived features, on ORLVP-GLCM of TN-LBP, an algorithm 1 is derived by the present research to classify the facial image into one of the categories i.e. child (0-12), young (13-30), middle aged (31-50) and senior adult (51 -70).
To evaluate the efficacy of the proposed method various facial images are considered and ORLVP-GLCM features of TN-LBP are evaluated on them. Based on the proposed age classification algorithm the age classification rate of the test images is established and noted in Table. 5. The time complexity of this implementation is O(n 2 ). Fig.6 . FGNET aging database: 011A07, 011A05, 010A10, 010A09, 010A07b, 001A14, 019A07, 009A14, 009A13, 009A11, 008A16, 008A13, 010A05, 010A04, 010A01, 009A09, 009A05, 004A21, 002A29, 002A26, 002A23, 002A21, 001A29, 001A28, 001A22, 009A22a, 008A21, 004A28, 004A26, 006A36, 005A40, 011A40, 001A43b, 002A31, 001A33 007A37, 005A52, 005A49, 004A53, 004A51, 048A54 , 006A61, 005A61, 004A63 
COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED ORLVP-GLCM OF TN-LBP METHOD WITH OTHER EXISTING METHODS
The proposed method of age classification is compared with the existing methods [11, 12] . The method proposed by M. Yazdi et.al [11] classified human age using RBF Neural Network Classifier. The age classification method proposed by Wen-Bing Horng [12] is based on two geometric features and three wrinkle features of facial image. The percentage of classification of proposed method and other existing methods are listed in Table. 5. The graphical representation of the percentage mean classification rate for the proposed method and other existing methods are shown in Fig.7 . 
CONCLUSION
Evaluating features on TN-LBP is a crucial and difficult task because it consists of 13 pixels. The proposed method identified the formation of two cells on a TN-LBP called outer and inner cells. Further the proposed method evaluated the left and right V-pattern trends on outer cell of LBP. These two patterns consist of 5-pixels only. These two patterns V-patterns have two common pixels. The proposed ORLVP-GLCM of TN-LBP has given a new direction to the feature researchers, in evaluating features on TN-LBP by dividing it into two different patterns. The proposed ORLVP-GLCM of TN-LBP has reduced the overall complexity by reducing the size of the GLCM in to 31 × 31. This is achieved by dividing the TN-LBP in to dual LBP. Further the proposed work achieved a good classification results by computing only four features. The proposed method achieved a good classification rate on average when compared to the existing methods.
